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Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
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LBL-2319 

I was p~eased to accept the invitation to speak to you today, especially 
in view of the fact that one of the sponsors of this meeting, Technical Information 
Division, has provided us with invaluable help in our compilation work over a 
period of many years. I confess from the outset that my experience in the 
information processing field is both limited and specialized. Nonetheless, I 
believe that many of the problems we face in the course of producing a nuclear 
data compilation occur also in other areas of information and data processing. 
It is my hope that some of the solutions we are developing will find other 
applications. In particular, I shall describe a new input-editing system for 
complex, technical text. Before doing so, I should like to discuss the contents 
of the Table of Isotopes as it relates to the need for and the requirements 
placed on computer automation. 

The most recent (6th ) edition of the Table [1] was published in 1967; a 
page from it is shown in fig. 1. One notes that the information (on radioactive 
decay and nuclear level properties) is presented in a complex format, involving 
both text and graphics, and a variety of character types - Roman and Greek letters, 
subscripts and superscripts, and a variety of special symbols and type fonts. 
Because this "language", if one may call it that, is easily understood by 
scientists who use the compilation, it is highly desirable to retain these 
features of the presentation in the automation process. This of course implies 
a degree of complexity in the output techniques used to reproduce the compilation. 
What is less evident, is that it is also desirable to retain some of this 
complexity at the input stage. This should be done because the data compilers 
also speak in the scientific "language", and will produce a more accurate, error
free compilation if they can write the data in its natural symbols. 

The quantitative aspects of the compilation work also exert an important 
influence on its automation. There are approximately several million characters 
of print in the Table that co:inprise several hundred-thousand pieces of numeric 
data on 1500 isotopes. There are several hundred line drawings of the type just 
shown that also include extensive numeric data, and ten-thousand reference 
citations. These magnitudes are not large enough to present serious problems 
or costs in computer storage or handling. However, they present formidable 
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problems in the abstracting, copying, input, and proofreading of the data. A 
major objective of the automation is to minimi'ze the impact of these problems 
on the data compiler, so that he may concentrate his efforts on the selection 
and evaluation of new data from the several thousand relevant papers that are 
published annually; that is, on the essential intellectual work that must be" 
done by a scientist. 

There are a number of clearly defined tasks that we wish to delegate 
to the "computer: 

1) It must accept new data in a format easily. remembered and used by the 
scientist-compiler, with a minimum of recopying. 

2) It must store the data and permit easy retrieval, editing; and addition 
of new data. 

3) It should check the data insofar as possible for correct syntax, 
for consistency with the laws, conventions, and probabilities of 
physical science, and for sensible correlations. 

4) It should produce level-scheme drawings directly from physical input 
data, plus. a bare minimum of graphic information that varies from 
one drawing to the next. 

5) It must select and sort the data, and print (or plot) them in a 
form suitable for direct reproduction by photo-offset. 

Automation of entry, storage, retrieval, editing, sorting, and printing 
has been done for a number of other types of data compilations - airline schedules, 
phone books, and even Playboy Magazine (with exception of the graphics). The 
difference between automation of the Table of Isotopes and of a phone book lies 
in items (3) and (4) above, and in the complexity of the "language" used. 

It is the complex language that motivated us to develop a new input-editing 
system", a description of which I now turn to. The system is an outgrowth of 
earlier developmental work by L. P. Meissner and M. L. Clinnick at this 
laboratory, motivated in part by the Table of Isotopes project [2,3]. Figure 2 
shows the input console in use. The keyboard is an expanded typewriter keyboard, 
and the display is a storage oscilloscope. The console is connected to a small 
computer, which can drive multiple terminals. The present system was developed 
by E. Romascan, W. Greiman, and myself. 

Figure 3 is a schematic drawing of the keyboard layout. The character 
set includes Roman and Greek alphabets in upper and lower case, numbers, and a 
variety of special symbols. Fonts include "normal" and combinations of super
script or subscript, italics, and boldface. The following are some additional 
features of the system: 

1) It permits easy editing, both when entering data and later, after 
the data have been entered and proofread. A moving cursor can be 
positioned anywhere in the ·text and insertions or deletions performed 
at the position of the cursor. (Insertions appear at the bottom of . 
the screen, and are replaced in the proper part of the text by 
striking the redisplay key.) 
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2) Compound ~ymbols, such as eK/y, can be entered with a single key. 
In fact, the typist can create such a compound symbol and assign it 
to a particular key while typing. Another reason for redefinition 
of keys is that it permits frequently-used "fonted" characters - a 
Greek letter or a subscript for example - to be typed without 
requiring the use of a font key also. 

3) "Template", or prompting routines can be used to insure the inclusion 
of required data identifiers. The entry of data for the Table of 
Isotopes makes use of one such routine; the upper portion of fig. 4 
shows an example of a completed template. Such a template is not 
required "Then entering running text, but if one wants to enter many 
short items of data into a structured data file, it is a useful device 
for identification of the data in a way that will insure proper 
flagging for later retrieval. 

4) A true columnar format can be used to enter data directly from. 
published tables. (In this format, positioning of the data in 
columns and rows is controlled in a simple fashion with the TAB and 
LINE FEED keys.) An example of such a table is shown in the lower 
portion of fig. 4. In our use of columnar format for the Table of 
Isotopes, the number of columns and the column headings (identifiers 
for the numeric quantities that appear in each column) are defined 
by .the FORMAT identifier that is entered as part of the preceding 
template. Because of this feature, the data compiler may give large 
tables, taken directly from the journals, to the typist, without the 
need for recopying. Entries in columnar format, including the TABs 
and LINE FEEDs themselves, can be edited in the same manner as non
columnar input. 

5) The small computer that drives the consoles is linked directly to 
the large computers of the laboratory's central computer facility. 
This is not an essential feature of the system. (In fact, the 
original prototype of the input-editor was built as a stand-alone, 
self-contained system.) However, at an installation that possesses 
a large computer, there are a number of special advantages derived 
from its use: 

a) Data storage facilities of the large computer, both temporary 
(magnetic disk) and permanent (magnetic tapes, data cells, and 
photo-digital chips) are available for use. Besides placing the 
entire data bank at the call of the console, these devices 
substitute for the most costly components of a stand-alone system. 

b) The user of each console has a separate program in the large 
computer. As a result many of ~he operational features - the 
absence or presence of a templ~te routine· and the contents of the 
template, the definition of tabs and/or columns, and special 
functi?ns such as title centering and formula layout - can be 
different for each user. 
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c) The far greater computational capability of the large computer 
can be used ~o accomplish most of the difficult display formatting 
operations rapidly. More important, these operations can be 
programmed in FORTRAN instead of machine language, which greatly 
simplifies the, software development problems. " 

d) The console can be used as a general-purpose on-line terminal, 
simply by pressing a mode-chang~ key. In this mode, the console 
functions exactly as an on-line teletype terminal. 

I should hasten to add that there are also disadvantages of dependence 
on a large computer system. They add operating costs. More important, such 
systems are inherently unreliable. In event of a failure, they are magnificently 
programmed to save all Job input information, so that jobs that were in the 
system at the time of the failure can be rerun. This is of little use to a 
typist, who wants to save the data rather than,to start typing allover again. 
However, we have found software solutions to these problems; I am happy to be 
able to report that, following some unpleasant early experiences, we are now 
able to recover data-in-process at the time of a failure with almost 100% 
reliability. In fact, the recovery is more reliable than the recovery of primary 
accounting information in the large computer, so that one unexpected compensation 
for the annoyance of machine failures has been a small economic benefit. 

There are plans for several other applications of this input-editing 
system in the laboratory. The Particle Data Group in Physi cs Division, which 
produces a compilation of elementary particle data, already has a terminal, and 
plans to use it in the near future. Technical Information Division is involved in 
a pilot project to produce journal articles on yet another console. When the 
paper has been accepted and edited by the journal editors, they will enter the 
corrections and provide the final version in the form ofa photographic print or 
a magnetic tape suitable for input to a photo-composer. The objective is to 
eliminate entirely the cost of composition and the need for the author to perform 
a second proofreading. 

I should like to mentiGn briefly ,several other aspects of computer 
application to the Table of Isotopes that I alluded to earlier. Work is in,progress 
on sorting of textual data and conversion from the identifiers-plus-data input 
format~ illustrated in fig. 4, to a final output format, such as is illustrated 
in fig. 5. 

Work on the processing of graphic data has been nearly completed. Figure 
6 shows a level-scheme plot produced by the computer. It should be obvious that 
the abil~ty to generate such graphics with little or no graphic input information 
is dependent on a very stylized format, and that the very complex programs that 
make such plots must be designed for' a particular kind of data and plot-style. 
There are, however, some generally useful features of such programs, such as the 
ability to draw lines around label"q, and to adjust line positions to accomodate 
labels. Even without considering other applications, the one man-year of 
programming required to produce such pl~ts will r~sult in a saving of 4 man-years 
of drafting on each future edition of the Table. More important, the latest data 
can be plotted in a very short time; otherwise, we would be faced with the 
unpleasant alternatives of publishing data that is unacceptably out of date, or of 
finding enough draftsmen to compress the 4 man-year drafting job (as well as the 
proofreading job) into an acceptable length of time. 
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The use of the computer to check for errors of syntax and violations 
of physical laws, conventions, or probabilities likewise requires extensive 
programming work, and is also specialized to the particular kind of data with 
which one is working. However, the computer is an ideal tool to do such 
perfunctory and repetitive checking, and the use of it in this manner for other 
applications is easily visualized. For example, is the departure time keyed into 
an airline schedule a proper number, with a value between 0: 00 and 12: 00, and 
are its units AM or PM, rather than BM, aM, or #%? Is the arrival time, when 
corrected for any time-zone difference, later than the departure time by the 
correct amount for the particular distance and aircraft? Do any two phone 
subscribers have the same number listed (incorrectly) in the phone book? I do 
not know the extent to which such checking is done in other applications; I 
suspect that it is in fact done, but not to the full extent possible. A 
particularly important application of checking is the analysis of highly 
correlated data, such as appears on the level-scheme diagrams, and in the 
departure vs. arrival time example I have just mentioned. 

In conclusion, I would like to express a few retrospective thoughts on 
the work we have done to computerize the Table of Isotopes. The goals and the 
basic philosophy with which we approached the problem were 

1. To define clearly what the computer is capable of doing, as distinct 
from intellectual work that must be done by the compiler; 

2. To apply the computer wherever possible, in such a way as to eliminate 
unnecessary, routine work and thus provide the compiler with a 
maximum amount of time to do what the computer cannot do; 

3. To make the computer aid the compiler in checking and proofreading 
by detecting all errors of form or content that can be machine
detected, thus reducing errors in the final compilation. 

These goals have proven sound and attainable in practice, and I believe they are 
good principles with which to approach any information-handling problem. The 
more subtle subject is the balance between the extent to which the full capabilities 
of the computer are implemented and the cost of doing so .. Experience has shown 
that this balance requires an evaluation of the benefits of each step in the 
process vs. the. difficulty of implementing that step. Mistakes are made, so 
that it is important to re-evaluate the balance as automation proceeds; otherwise 
the mistakes become costly and time-consuming. When we have erred , it has been 
almost always on the side of too much automation. However, it is one of the 
nice things about computers that, when used intelligently, or even when overused 
cleverly, they often open up the possibility of accomplishing new goals; I have 
been pleasantly surprised in this way more than once. It seems very likely that 
the real benefits of computers to our data compilation, and to information 
handling in general, will be measured in terms of better information in more 
useful forms, not in terms of cost-effectiveness. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. A page from the sixth edition of the Table of Isotopes. Production 
was entirely by hand. The line drawings were done by draftsmen; text and 
labels on the drawings were typed on an IBM typewriter. 

Fig. 2. The console of the input-editing system. 
Fig. 3. Schematic layout of the keyboard. Special function keys in the top two 

rows are for 

a) position control ("Tab", "Line feed", "New Page") 
b) display control ("Last Page",' "Next Page", "Go to" [page number] 

"Send", and "Redisplay") 
c) edi ting (Cursor keys, "Delete left", "Reset cursor", "Clear data") 
d) retrieval of a specified item ("Go to" [item number X] "Send") 

(X = f for identifier flags, d for data) -
e) template control ( "Advance Template") 
f) redefinition of a key ("Create symbol" [keys] "on key" [key]) 
g) column number identification ("Define colUmn") 
h) fonts ("Subscript", "Superscript", "Itali'c" , "Bold", "Greek"). Foot 

pedals can also be used for subscript or superscript. 

Fig. 4. ·Sample output (proof copy) of part of a data item typed on the input
editing system. The upper portion contains the data identifiers, typed in 
response to the questions "ISOTOPE":, "DATA CATEGORY":, etc. (Identifiers 
labelled with superscript numbers in brackets were defined during entry of 
a previous item.) The data (lower part of figure) is in columnar format, 
with the column headings given in the "FORMAT" identifier. _,~, and ~ are 
symbols for blank, tab, and line feed. These symbols are printed to facilitate 
editing. . 

Fig. 5. Example of how the final output format for textual data will appear. 
Such a block of text ·is derived from a number of different input data items, like 
the one illustrated in fig. 4. 

Fig. 6. A computer-drawn level-scheme diagram. This format, produced from 
physical input data, is used for both proof and final copy. 
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~11127 (2.1 Ii): 

1\-: 1.5 (. ,oinc L 10V, SJI 127,!) WY (:uinc (DlI.larP62) 

~: 0.27, 0.44, 0.49, 0.58, 0.82, 0.99, 1.10, 1.48, 1.60, 2.00, 
2.14. 2.32, 2.58. 2.68, 2.82 scint sp.:d (Dron62) 

(}lh.',"", (IHdarP62) 

127 ~ 
Sn (4 In): 

I~-: 2.7 :--cillt SPl'ct, WY ..:oinc (KauP65) 

'I: 0.495 sdnt SP(·ct (KauP65) 

Tc. 127 (9.4 h): 

0.70 (99"~) mag sp"ct (KniJDS6) 
0.68 sdnt SPl-'ct (Dayf\155) 
otlH'rs (KkiP56) 

~: '10.0576, Y2 0.145 (l yO.0016), Y3 0.203 ([yO.OI7); Y4 0.214 U~0.012), 

Ys 0.360 {l yO.046), "i6 0.417 U,,0.31) s'.'01iconc1 spec't. Y'i coine (AuhR65) 

YI 0.059 (~0.05':~), "20.145 (Y 0.007':~), '3 0 . 203, Y4 0.215 

(~('3' '4) 0.09'::.), 's 0.360 (Y O,I':~), Y6 0.418 (,Y 0.8':~) scint speet, 

YY caine (KniJf)"S6) 

YY(Ii): (""I,1<6S) 

----------~---------~ 
., ,.127." (109 d): 

y with IT: 0.0885 (Kj J .• 0.75) mag Spl'ct con v (lfillR49a, HillR49) 
0.0887 Illag spect conv (CorkJ51f) 
0.086 (c/Y large, K/L 0.7) mag spect cony (HclmhA4Ia) 
0.089 U y/ [~(0.059 Y) 0.41) scmicond speet (AubR65) 

oth..:rs (KniJ056) 

Y with 1
'
-: YI 0.0576 (lyO.19), Y2 0.591 UyO.0006), Y3 0.657 UyO.0043) 

sCl11ic(m<i spect, 'YY cuinc (AubR65) 
~I 0.059 (lyIOO), Y3 0.67 (t~2.6) scin' speet (KniJD56) 

YY(O): (AubH6S) 

C, 127 (6.2 h): 

I: 1. 2. f-L: + 1.43 atomic bC'am (LindgI64) 

11+: ,II + 1'2 1.02 (I 2.S), ~3 0.677 (t 3) mag spect (NijG55) 

~I + 112 1.06, ~3 0.68 mag spect (MathH54) 

Sb 127 (93 h): 

ii-: 1.57 (30':~), 1.11 (20':~J. 0.86 (50':~) scint SPl'ct, In caine 
(llay~IS6) 

1~S3 sdllt spc'ct (OroB62) 

~: 0.060 (I~6), 0.25l1~26), 0.31 (lyll), 0.46 (lyIOO), 0.77 

(1~4S) scint spect (BusHS7) 

~: 

0.062, 0.250, 0.30, 0.41, 0.47, 0.55 ?, 0.60, 0.69, 0.78, 
0.92, 1. 10, 1. 30. scint sp~ct (DraB62) 

0.060,0.25, 0.41, 0.47, 0.685, 0.78, 0.90, 1.10, 1.34 
sdnt SPl'ct (UhIJ62) 

0.06, 0.19,' 0.240, 0.42, 0.456, 0.563, 0.674, 0.76 scint 
spcct (l)ayM56) 

I: 5/2 atomic spect, atomic beam, microwave; I-l: ... 2.8091 NMR; q: -0.7 
atomir. beam, microwave; 1l: ... 0.18 atomic beam (LindgI64) 

0.058 lovd of 1127: tl/2 1.9 x 10-9 s delay coinc (GciJ65a) 

. oth<:rs (ThieP62, JhaS64) 
q: -0.11 Mossbauc:r (PerloG64a) 

O.417.lcycl of 1127: tl/2 3.2 x 10-
12 

s nuc1 res fiuor (LanghH65) 

Xc l27 (36.4 d): 

Y: YI 0.05760 (LI/Lu/Lm 100/11.8/6.8), '20.14522, Y3 0.17210, Y4 0.20284 

(L/I.
U

I Lm 82/13/10), YS 0.37496 mag SP"d cony (GciJ63a, G,dJ6S,,) 

~I 0.058 U,2.I, "K/~ 3, K/L 8), Y2 0.146 (1~6, cK/~ 0.3), '30.173 (1,34, 

cK/Y 0,013), Y4 0.204 U,IOO, c K/, 0.08, K/LiM+ ... 6), '50.377 (l y30, 

eK/'Y 0.012, K/LiM+ ..• 5) mag spect cony, scint spcct (ForR58) 

others (BcrgI52, BergI51a, MathH55a) 

YY(O): (GciJ63a, JhaS64, LeiH64) 

EC to 0.2031<,vcl of )127: I·:C(K)/(,;C(L.M+ ... ) 6.7 (BrcsM64) 

(';C to 0.375 level of )127: ',:C(K)/(';C(L+Mt ... ) 4.5 (BrcsM64) 

EC(M)/EC(L} 0.18 (WintG65a) 

Xc 127m (75 s): 

"V: 0.125, 0.115 mag spcct conv (CrcEC40a): scint spect (MathH54) 

Y: Y I 0.125 (I Y 13, K/ L+ 1'.1+ ... 8), 0: 16.9 ?, 0.196 ?, Y2 0.285 ?'. 0.363 ?, Y3 0.406 (t Y 100, K/L+.M+. ... 6), 0.44 (weak)' scint 'spect, mag spect conY, 'Y coinc 
(~1..tloIIS4) . 

VI 0.124 (ly21, tKIOO, K/LtM+ ... 7), V2 0.286 (I K I.4), Y3 0.411 (lyIOO, IKll, K/LtM+. ... 6) scint spcct, mag spect cony (r-;ijG55) 
oth<.'T!oi (WapAS3a) . 

2.1 h 4 m 

5n
127

\ 5n
l27 

50 {3-50 

H"f"r<'IH"'~ 

'1'.: (J,,11I<64) 

(G,·iJ63;1. KniJI1S6, "'"rUSS. 
,\,.I)H65, 1.11101061) 

",. (~I.,thIl551t. l\I.lth1J54, NilS) 

(7/2+) 

Q~- 1.60 

(MTW) 

0.4' 

=-=}~ 
~ 

=-~,-l~ 
(S/2t)' '1 13 

-.('.;-~ 
c)'c). 

{5/2+} ~~ O.004~i. 8.9 
0.0006% /0.7 
O.B% 

-r. 127 Ir \ S/2t 

52,e /J~~ 
0.32':'. T.O 7· 2. 

O.005"'~ 10.2 ~5U21o' rI';;oI._"""_oI....I"'...I~_~ 
99.7~~ 58 

Fig. 1 

. 1127 
53 

1/2t 6.2 h 

CSl27 
55 

4.4 
5.9 

>6.8 

10m 

0I::C 0.44 calc 

(WintC65."l) 
0.54 l-alc 

(B< r~t.164) 

3.5m 

6.2 h 

XBL 7311-1441 

.'. 
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IT Elf: 630 

TAPE: 30028 

ISOTOPE: l1S-Ag- .. 7(20.JII)[619) . 
II. DATA CAT.: y(keV) 

REFERENCE: NP..Al .. 3...2891170HnOI 

• IfE THOD: Oe(Li).-scint-Oe(Li)_yy..coinc'-oe(J.,i)-,scint_ye..coinc 

FORMA T: E~:t6Ey_t y:t6t Y 

A OR C:· A 619) 

COlfP IL E R: E8(619) 

DATE: 11/20/72(619) 

TYPIST: AMN(6 19) 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 131 ... :t0.2; 1 ..... :t0.6~ 

2 213.6*0.2; 2 ... 8*0.6~ 

1 22g.7:tO.2; 10O~ 

.. 231.ltO ... ; 2.2:tO.2~ 

6 2 .. 3.6:tO ... : 1.8:tO.3~ 

6 277 ... :tO.S; O,"*0.2~ 

1 303.3:tO.2; . 3."*O.2~ 

8 326.6:tO.2; 10.6:t0.8~ 

9 360.9:t0.2: 3.3*O.,,~ 

10 372.6:to.2; lO.2*O.8~ 

11 389.3:tO.2; 1.9:t0.3~ 

12 1t17.3:tO.It: 1.1:tO.S~ 

13 It 73.2:tO.2: 18.7:t0·9~ 

lit S07.7:tO.2; 7.1:t0.7~ 

15 S39.6:to.3; O.7:tO.2~ 

16 Slt8.3:tO.3: 1.1:tO.2~ 

17 S86.0:t0.3; o.8:to.2~ 

18 6lt9.9:t0.2; 13.8:t0.9~ 

19 699.2:t0.2; lo.1:to.8~ 

20 719.0:tO.,,; O.It:t0.2~ 

21 7S0.0:t0 ... ; 0.S:t0.2~ 
: \ 

'~ ... / XBL 732-210 

, Fig .. 4 
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Class 
Prod, 

80855 d (1150 22 715) 
8.054"6 d (PM8 2 255) 
8.067.7 d (PM8 2360) 
8.073'8 d (1/50 19 475) 
8.0709 d (NSEg 32 46) 
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no modification of tl/2 by chemical environment (PR C3 1699) 
others(RRou 13485, RRL 2 41, CJC 31120, PR 90 443, Nucl11n3 14, 

PR 81 643, Nat 167365) 

{r (PR 54 775) 
A, ident: chern (PR 54 775); chern, genet (PR 57 363) 
fission (PR 56 I, Nwis 27 529, ' PR 54 775, Nat 158 163, PR 57 363, 

NNES 9 984, CJR 258 371, Nat 161 520, NNES 9 1368) 
7/2; J.t +2.738 I; q -0.40 I; atomic beam (PR 119 2022) 

(30.81 (0.6%),0.6065 7(86%),0.3367(13%), mag (Phca 17637) 
0.80710 (1.4%), 0.6059 12 (84.7 3%), 0.339 10 (13.3 3%), mag (PR 86 863) 
0.8105, 0.6064, 0.335, 0.250, mag, (3-y coinc(PR 84 585, PR 81 642) 
0.812 15 (0.7%), 0.6085 (81%), 0.335 15 (9%), 0250 20 (~9%), mag, {3-y coinc 

(PR 86212) 
average {3- energy: 0.19, ion ch (PR 86 82) 
others(ZP 179 62, Phil 43648, Phil 43 221, Nat 170916, PR 86 82, 

PR 83 860, PR 82103, PR 81 482, Phca 17658, PR78179, PR 76 94, 
PR 75 1270, PR 74 1879, PR 74 1640, PR 61 686) 

(see also 131mXe) 
0.0801649,0.28430749,0.36446750, cryst (PR 911027) 
0.08016514 (t 'Y2.72 15, eK/'Y 1.3316), 0.163982 (K/L 1.839, LI/L .. 6.17, 

LI/LIII 1.2 I, with 131mXe), 0.17723 j (t 'Y0.36 2, ed'Y 0.15516, K/L 5.1 5, 
LI/L .. 1.8 7, LI/LIII 2.7 13), 0.27235 (t'Y0.8 I), 0.28430749 (t'Y 7.0540, 
ed'Y0.0414, K/L5.55, LI/L .. 2.9 4, LI/LIII 3.45), 0.31804 (t'Y0.112), 
0.32504 (t 'Y0.04 I), 0.325785 (t 'Y0.45 3, ed'Y 0.0236 28, K/L 6.2 13), 
0.35855 (t 'Y0.020 4), 'Y0.364 (t 'Y 100, ed'Y 0.018 I, K/L 6.36, LI/L .. 4.58, 
LI/LIII 5.0), 0.40485 (t 'Y0.080 7), 0.502998 (t 'Y0.36 2, ed'Y 0.0085 13, 
K/L >5), 0.636999 (t 'Y8.O 4, eK/'Y 0.0043 4), 0.64304 (t 'Y0.18 2), 
0.7228910 (t'Y2.1015, ed'Y 0.0037 4), ['YO 364 ('Y 82.2%) from level 
scheme (CML»), Ge(Li), Ge-scint 'Y'Y coinc, mag conv (PR 1531321. 
NP39613) J 

'Y0.080 (t'Y3.10), 0.1770217 (t'Y0.312), 'Y0.284 (t'Y7.4240), 0.32568/0 
(hO.282), 'Y0.364 (h 1006), 0.50274 17 (t 'Y0.45 6), 0.6363024 (t ~908 90), . 
0.722926 (t 'Y2.05 23), Ge(Li) (NP 82 289) 

'Y0.384 (LI/L .. 3.6362, LI/LIII 6.18105, M/L 0.195 27, N+O/M 0.25 4), 
mag conv (APHu 2813) 

others(RaAc 10 I, CR C264 944, ZP 179 62, NP 43 650, NP 40 566. NP 31 456, 
NP 24 318, Magy 2 n3, IzF 23 206, PR 101 746, ArkF 8 21, Phea 20 243, 
PR 90 849, CJP 30 715, PR 88 884, PR 86 863, PR 86 212. CJP 30 35, 
Nat. 170 583, ArkF 5 427, Phil 43648, Phil 43 221, Phca 17637. 
PR 84 585, PR 83860, PR 83 679, . PR 82 277, PR 82 103, PR 81 642. 
PR 81 482, Nucl 7n5 24, PR 76 94, PR 75 1615, PR 75 1544, PR 74 1640) 

ZP 244 332, NP 82 289, ArkF 2349, PR 90 849 

tJ7<I) PR 145907, PR 79 728 
tJe transverse polariz(I): YadF 5 1037, NuoC 25 942 
tJ., eire polarlz(I): ZP 179 62 . 
nuel allln: PR 120 1777 

0.150 level of 131 1: tl/e 0.943 ns, delay coinc (DUzb n4 24) 
0.955 ns, delay coinc (PR 140 8536) 
0.765 ns, delay coinc (NP A161 471) 
others{IzF 23.1445, ZETF 37 314, ArkF 11110A, NP 1 281) 

P. 2.77 50 if t l / 2=O.95 5,"5, IPAC (NP A 102 203) 

1.797 level of 131 1: tl/e 5.92 ns delay coinc (PR 140 8536) 
I -0.165 if t l / 2=5.9 2 ns, IPAC (NP Al02 203) 

XBL 7311-1442 
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.------------------LEGALNOTICE---------------------. 

This report was prepared as an accoun t of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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